ENPRISE RENT
Enprise Rent is a purpose
built business management
solution for the equipment
rental industry. Designed to
meet the needs of the busiest
rental company, it provides a
structured approach to quoting
and rental contract creation
that flows through to equipment
dispatch, return and variance
control, with flexible invoicing
options, allowing detailed realtime cost and profit analysis
at the click of a button.

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR EQUIPMENT RENTAL
BUSINESS USING ENPRISE RENT FOR SAP BUSINESS ONE

However you look at it, if workflow
processes in your equipment
rental business are unwieldy,
and timely access to information
is difficult, with data stored across
numerous disparate systems,
visibility will be impaired and profit
and growth will suffer.
A single, purpose built tool to quote,
dispatch, manage, and report on all your
rental activities, complete with a backoffice suite of financials from the world’s
leading financial software company, will
unleash the potential locked within your
business and remove barriers to growth.
Enprise Rent holds the key to success
for equipment rental companies,
by eliminating complexity of
workflow processes, centralizing
data and enabling real-time access
to information.

Greater Visibility
Starts with a Quote
Detailed quoting capability enables
tracking of all costs, potential revenue
and profit associated with renting
particular equipment items for a given
project. Additionally, building a granular
history of financial data for each item in
your rental inventory gives you visibility
of your most profitable rental lines at
the click of a button, as well as any
opportunity cost of having unrented
items. For simplicity, users quote rental
and services items in the same location.

Plan, Allocate, Dispatch
Our powerful dispatch manager
ensures customers are kept happy,
by enabling your team to easily access
up-to-the-minute information to
plan, pre-allocate and deliver rental
items to agreed schedules. Multiple
dispatches and returns cater perfectly
for larger projects.

Goods Out = Goods In
The built-in returns manager enables
efficient receipt of equipment back
into stock, finalizing rental transactions
on the agreement. Return stock
quantities are determined by the user,
rather than the system, for ultimate
accuracy and accountability.

Flexibility is Prerequisite
As not every rental contract is as simple
as we’d like, we’ve catered for even
the most challenging requirements
by ensuring complete control over
invoicing, even down to frequency and
individual invoice amount. Billing and
cost accrual can even be independently
suspended if necessary.

Accountability Right to the Finish
Rounding out the process, the variance
manager tracks unreturned equipment
and caters for any additional billing
or stock adjustments required.
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